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MARCH
2/27/90
#2 HATONN
George, Hatonn to respond to
your inquiry regarding tomorrow
night. I suggest you keep me in
thy presence at all times, the
ones who consider themselves
your “hecklers” are lining up
their ducks to call in---you shall
be given all that you need to respond.
First allow me to respond to the
regarding
Kuthumi.
question
Lord Kuthumi will mean a great
deal to the evolved spiritual listeners--he isn’t going to mean a
thing to ones such as Budd Hopkins, Stanton
Freidman,
Bill
Cooper, etc. It would be much
more advantageous
if I understood exactly that which they expect from you---I doubt it is .a
wee little interview about a new
set of books.
Be ready to be
taken by surprise and then you
will be fine.
The major curiosity will not
come from spiritual interests,
probably, except to effort at
proving you “wrong”. Allow any
speaker to “hang himself’--you
just keep asking him questions
and “allowing”. All you need do
is hold to the truth of God and
The Creation and the world is in
a mess and headed for a cleanUP*
You would be asked about MJ12
and the mission involved, Virgil
Armstrong’s approach, Wendelle
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Steven’s involvement, with some
questions about Area 51 and S-

4.
Every time you are hit with
“Well, Bill Cooper says - - - -” or
what about Areas 51 and S-4
and Groom Lake with nine alien
discs, etc., agree and tell the listener that the information
is
quite valid as far as it goes.
Your best defe se is to simply
suggest that if t t e listener is familiar with these authors that
you have no interest in any type
of “debate’‘--research
is one
thing--conclusions
are quite another
and IF THERE
BE
ATJEN CRAFT
OF DARK
LITTLE
MEN, THEN
THE
ALTERNATIVE
FOCUS
IS
PROVEN--IF
YOU
HAVE
ONE
IN
PRESENCE--SO
MUST
YOU
HAVE
THE
OTHER.
FURTHER,
IF THE
DARK ONES ARE OF EVIL
THEN THE LIGHTED ONES
MUST BE OF THE HOLY
REALMS
,OF
LIGHT--OR
THE GUARDIAN
BROTHERS
WHO
WILL
ULTIMATELY
COME
AS THE
“HOSTS OF THE LIGHTED
SIMPLY
HOLD
:i!%iiG
AND
COUNTER
THE
CONCLUSION
THAT
THE “LITTLE GRAY MEN”
WILL TAKE
OVER
ANYTHING---THE
EVIL IS AL
YOUR
UPON
wmm.
*
‘I ‘,
1
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The major real interest is in the
area of whether or not these
things coming through are “real”,
that is the Secret Government,
AIDS by intent, etc.--the answer,
of course, to all is “yes”. If you
get Mr. Cooper or any of his setups just call me in; you will know
what to respond.

The important
thing is to not
allow them to hang you up in
debate--move
right on through
and lay on the beam systems of
mind control, ELF’s, etc. I can
tell you right now that it is far
more unbelievable than anything
you have running about today
regarding presidential shootings,
etc. Mr. Cooper wishes to hold
the “Kennedy
shooting” unto
himself---remember
an important point: John Stockwell, exCIA, already has dibs on that
i
blockbuster.
If it gets nasty and discounting of
Meier, etc., comes about simply
ask how many times Mr. Cooper
has been knowingly the target of
a direct “hit”. Dharma has, Sutton has, Lazar has, Meier has
and. so on. Mr. Cooper fs safe
only because he is telling that
which the conspirators consider
harmless.
’
I want you to realize something
early on here. There is another
good measure of how the government works and a dandy clue--how many advisory boards,
etc., might they be offered to sit
#8

L

on,. and do they accept the position? For instance, Rockefeller
is on Turner’s
Board,
Paul
Crouch is on Bush’s “Religious
Advisory Board”, David Rockefeller is on the Native American
Indian Museum Board, of the
Smithsonian,
Paul Fisher, who
will be well-known to Goodman,
has been asked to be on the
President’s staff of economic advisors. And poor Bo Gritz is in
the most awkward situation of
all---the Shan people thinking he
can help them do something
about the Opium trade in the
Golden Triangle---THEY
WILL
NEVER GET PAST HENRY
KISSINGER! ! ! !
It all goes right back to the beam
system of mind control and I can
only ask you to be thoroughly
familiar with the information
sent you by John S. regarding
“Covert E.L.F. Aggression”.
If
you do not yet have it--Oberli,
fax it immediately.
I plan to
cover this like a blanket in this
Journal that Dharma thinks we
are never going to have time to
write. I have covered this for a
long time with these ones, by
oral discussions---all you need is
in that paper.
Pay particular attention to page
5
(bottom)
re: Woodpecker
transmitters
(6.66 pulses).
Do
not even allow them to hang you
up on the published documents--they were to get you ones ready
for the shockers--yes, doom and
gloom to salute you--it is truly
worse than you imagined. Good
news: the Lighted freauencies
can counter thi ELF’s. eRUCIFIXION OF THE PHOENIX
and the current Journal will be
mind breakers
without
some
backup.
Space craft sightings
are old news, even biological infections via projection or seeding
systems is old hat. Do not get
hung up on Tom Bearden’s projections for he gets too exuberant and tends to lose credibility.
Give him credit but emphasize

other authors and researchers.
Mr. Tesla shall be enlightening
you ones on this in great measure---right now is an opportunity to allow the public to begin
to absorb the groundbreaking
of
information too mind boggling to
handle without a bit of buffering.
Most who would listen to the
program,
however,
will have
heard of it and you simply hang
in there and confirm, confirm,
confirm and make them get the
books and be ready for the advanced volumes.
Anyone who
gets off on “trivia” to discount us,
simply state that you understand
they only wish to discount and
keep valid and curious ones from
having the opportunity
to receive the facts and refuse to continue the debate.
Do not fall
into the trap of arguing--especially on the subject of “pilfering”
“truth” and Mr. Cooper’s accusations. Allow Bill to “save-face”
as we want him; we do not wish
to further alienate him (no pun
intended!).
+
Further, do not allow anyone to
hang you out on Mr. Cooper’s
“Secret Government”,
keep to
NONE DARE CALL IT CONSPIRACY
AND
CONSPIRACY, these by Gary Allen with
Larry Abraham, NONE DARE
CALL IT TREASON,
AMERICA’S
SECRET
ESTABLISHMENT,
THE
ORDER,
HOW THE ORDER
CONTROLS EDUCATION,
HOW
THE
ORDER
CREATES
WAR AND REVOLUTION,
THE SECRET CULT OF THE
ORDER, and TRII&‘ERALS
OVER
WASHINGTON,
VOL S. I 8z II, bv Antonv Sutton.
MIND CONTROL
I% THE
UNITEE 1 STATES by Steven
Jacobson, A HIGHER
FORM
OF KILLING, by Harris and
Paxman, DIABOLICAL
CONSPIRACY by Berry and.on and
on, but that is enough to stop
Mr. Cooper dead on. Two excellent small dissertations
THE
DEATH.OF
THE a
2

STATES AND THE BIRTH
OF
ONE
WORLD
GOVERNMENT and 666 MARK OF
THE BEAST are also excellent.
I could have Dharma sit here for
the next two hours and not list
them all---this is enough for any
needs which might come forth--not the least of which is OTHER
LOSSES which you should soon
receive.
There is another one
which is quite “right-on” and that
is LINES-OF CREDIT: ROPES
OF BONDAGE
for it reminds
you ones of the arch-Bolshevik
Lenin who boasted:
“The capitalists will sell the communists
the rope with which they will
hang them.” Don’t concern over
it, by the time it is needed,
Dharma will have it all available
with a ton more.
Do not quarrel over publications, etc., make sure all ones
realize we urge ALL to read
ALL-God
neither
forces nor
censors--we
only ask hearing,
flexibility of thought and true
evaluation “in the presence of
the Higher Source” and discernment. Our purpose and thrust is
to get the information out, the
daring authors into protection
and then we can fill in the
“blanks” and then start giving
you instructions of what to do
and how you might do bf it.
For instance, you are #going to
have to have protective shelters
and challenger
beam systems.
The arguing over trivia and
greedy points must cease if you
plan or hope to turn this thing
around in any measure at all.
THEMAINTHINGIURGE
YOU TO DO IS GET FAMIL
IAR WITH THE “BEAM SYSTEM” MqTERIAL
AND HIT
ONTHEMAINPOINTS.
THE
POWER
LINE PORTION
IS
NOT ONLY VALID,
IT IS
TREMENDOUSLY
IMPORTANT TO THE AVERAGE
CITIZEN
FOR
YOUR
WHOLE
ATMOSPHERE
IS
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FILLED WITH DANGEROUS
ELECTRICAL
AND
MAGNETIC CONFUSION.
DO NOT ALLOW ANYONE
TO GET
HUNG
UP ON
SPACE MEN VS NO SPACE
MEN AND HOW DO YOU
KNOW HATONN--SIDESTEP
IT AND
ASK
IF
THEY
WOULD QUESTION TRUTH
IF IT CAME
FROM
AN
EARTH HUMAN MORESO-THEN LAY THE AUTHORS
ON THEM. WE ONLY WANT
MAN TO GET TRUTH,
AT
THIS POINT WE CARE NOT
FROM WHERE HE GETS IT-RIGHT NOW YOUR PLANETARY CITIZENS
ARE TOTALLY
CONSUMED
AND
CONTROLLED
BY THE LIE
AND THE
GLOBAL
2000
CONSPIRATORS.
IT
IS
CALLED SATAN, FRIENDS,
BY WHATEVER NAME YOU
WISH TO LABEL IT.
Then, if the questions regarding
“who” we are and “no-one ever
heard of them”--give Kuthumi’s
message, for Norma does not
know Dharma or anything about
one another--neither
did Gillian
so just because the listeners
don’t know about us--tell them it
is long past time they get acquainted.
If the “religious rapture” comes
up and “cloud gathering” remind
them that Christ went forth to
prepare
a place for you--he
would never leave you drifting
and sifting on radioactive clouds
just
off your
contaminated
ground filled with seeded viruses.
Let us see if there is a chance of
reason among the masses!
HAVE A GOOD TIME FOR
THERE IS ONLY ONE WAY
TO GO WITH EDUCATION
&RE~RTZ&?%%
WAY AT ALL TO WORSEN
THE
SITUATION---OFFER
YOUR HANQ IN THE FORM

OF KNOWLEDGE
AND IF
THEY REFUSE, SO BE IT.
OK, Dharma, let us leave this
for we shall begin to ramble and
you are greatly fatigued.
Perhaps we can get on with the
Journal on the morrow, chela.
Thank you for your service and
peace be with you. Love and appreciation to my beloved friends-you shall be grand indeed for
days of insecurity are behind
you.
In love I stand aside.
HATONN
2/28/90

HATONN

Hatonn present to work on the
Journal. Greetings in the Light
of Radiance.
MORE EVENTS AND
PREPARATION
Man against man, nation against
nation and nations against themselves. Today we’ll be discussing
the coming events and preparation.
You must prepare, for
what appears to be a changing of
attitudes regarding Russia and
leadership is only a facade to
strengthen the core systems and
cause depletion of resources on
a mammoth
scale.
Yesterday
was a most important sign--Mr.
Gorbachev is being given additional power TO DECLARE
WAR, ETC. Why would that be
so important if, indeed, there is
peace coming unto your world?
DO NOT BE BLINDED!
Dharma, you have been shown
that which is the Great Warning.
Let us now tell thy brothers. In
a coming section of this Journal I
shall be giving you great and
frightening
information
on
“beam systems”. The anti-Christ
has the facilities to kill, mutilate
and alter the mind patterns of
the entire world.
For every
space satellite you have in orbit,
the Chinese and Russians have
more.
The system is operable
for world-wide. control of all
3

money transactions and pinpoint
every human on your planet.
Further,
the facilities are in
place to bounce beams, beam
beams and generally
destroy
your planet.
The cutdown on
ground type military forces and
missiles is only important as a
“sign”. All of those forces will be
phased out and you will come
under a One World Military
force headed
by a Russian
through the United Nations.
We have been allowed to keep
nuclear warheads out of space
beyond 150 miles of your surface---but the beam systems are
now in place which negates the
need for space nuclear installations. The finishing touches are
still under finalizing and the
major powers of the Joint Cartel
are working in synchronized patterns to hone it carefully. The
“beam” barrage will now be increased to insure annihilation of
dissenters and bring into play total mind control.
You are going to have to turn
back unto the Lighted Brotherhood, chelas, or you will fall.
You of the people have no manner in which to counter this barrage and you have built no shelters within which to protect
The barfage
of
yourselves.
beamed information will simply
put you into deeper sleep and
keep you unprepared.
THEY
CANNOT, HOKWER,
NEUTRALIZE
OUR
SHIELDS.
YOUMUSTCZVWRONTTHAT
WHICH IS COMING INTO
YOUR PATHWAY. YOU WLL
LISTEN
TO THOSE ONES
KHOSAY”THATISOFDARKNESS
AND
DOOAd AND
GLOOM’--AHSO, THEY WILL
TELL YOU&T IS NOT SPIRITUAL---IT I;s THE SPIRITUAL
EXPERIENCLIFESTREAMS---IT
SIMPLY
DOES NOT COME FORTH AS
YOU OF EARTH EXPECTED
IT TO COME---WHICH IS EXACTLY Th%T WHICH YOUR
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BROTHER, SATAN, CALCULATED FROM ONSET--THAT
GOD’S
PEOPLE
WOULD
SLEEP ON UNTIL TOO LATE.
What is the great warning? How
might
that
work?
Is it
supernatural
and magic mysticisni? NO! Dharma, write what
you see as I show you. Dharma,
hear me, please, and write. You
ones only consider that to be
magic which you do not have
understanding
enough
to decipher.
On “Warning Day” (W-Day), the
Conspiracy will have pushed to
the brink of holding the entire
world hostage.
God shall take
over at that point and the entire
beam network above your outer
stratum shall be detonated.
This
will produce
an intermeshing
network of beam reactions which
shall basically encapsulate
the
planet for some projected period
of at least three days. What will
strike you as humans, from that
great distance, will be something
quite like microwaves which will
create the sensation of intense
heat from all directions and inside to outside.
There shall be
resulting atmospheric
upheaval
and total confusion but you who
are prepared and remain inside
with your light shields about you
will survive nicely. This is, however, the warning that things will
get very nasty indeed from that
time forward.
The “enemy” will regroup (for he
also knows this is coming) and he
will respond with war of an earth
scale but with earth based beam
systems and nuclear weaponry.
The reason they will do this is
again in an attempt
to hold
God’s people hostage and/or annihilate you. Satan knows that
God will allow his children to
have the word and allow a turning back unto Him before the final curtain. If you turn back you
can receive of the protection you
need and further, if you turn

back in time, you will survive
nicely in your tidy shelters.
These things are completely and
totally up to you as a people as
to that which you do with this information.
You are thrust at because we of
the
lighted
brotherhood
in
telling our truth
make you
uncomfortable and hopeless--no,
the hopelessness is being thrust
at you from your enemy.
We
give you all you need to do nicely
if you will but listen and act.
Come into the Light beamshield
and we are allowed to protect
(neutralize or buffer) the beams--BUT YOU MUST REQUEST
IT AIVD YOU MUST CONTINUALLY
REQUEST
IT.
You are now dealing with the
“unseen” and therefore you have
no way of knowing it is upon
you.
WHAT

OF ‘AFTER”
DAY’,
--

W-

You can expect it to unfold exactly as has been laid down for
you. Dharma, we will describe it
again--my prayer is that I shock
you enough to hear and see!
Go back to that which vou call
THE BOOK OF LIFE, your
Holy Books.
Also, put aside
your doctrine separations
and
Jew vs Christian, etc. You are
going to have to face an even
more bitter realization and that
is that the Israel Zionists have
infiltrated into your government
and control in every sector. In
St. Matthew, Chap. 24 vs:3-14:
“And as Jesus was sitting on the
Mount of Olives, the disciples
came to him privately, saying,
‘Tell us, when are these things to
happen, and what will be the sign
of thy coming and of the end of
&e world?’ And in answer Jesus
said to them, ‘Take care that no
one leads you astray. For many
will come in my name, saying ‘I
am the Christ,’ and they will lead
many astrq.
For
. you shall hear
*
4

of wars and rumors of wars.
Take care that you do not be
alarmed, for these things must
come to pass, but the end is not
yet. For nation will rise against
nation,
and kingdom
against
and there will be
kingdom;
pestilences
and famines
and
earthquakes
in various places.
But all these things are the beginnings of sorrows. Then they
will deliver you up to tribulation,
and will put you to death; and
you will be hated by all nations
for my name’s sake. And then
many will fall away, and will betray one another, and will hate
And many false
one another.
prophets will arise, and will lead
many astray. And because iniquity will abound, and charity of
the many will grow cold. But
whoever perseveres to the end,
he shall be saved.
And this
gospel of the kingdom shall be
preached in the whole world, for
a witness to all nations; and then
will come the end.“’
DO NOT CONFUSE
D-NE
OFtTHING
Dharma claims to be nothing
and wishes no attention what-soever. “Dharma” means “bringer
of life truth”. She claims no reality of physical Christthess nor
Godness other than as all of you
experience the connectipn.
Beware of those “claikaing to be
Christ and the incamuteprophet”.
She claims none of these things
so I urge you to not be confused--she brings forth the WORD,
she claims it not to be her words.
She claims no “singular” gift nor
personal “possession” of any content nor energy resource--it belongs to man, she has no
“personal” pttachment
thereto.
As a matter of fact, she would
prefer to be completely and totally relievg
of any and all
responsibility.
All of you have a
purpose of participation
which
you may or may not yet recognize. Hers, and ones in other
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placements,
is to write that
which we give forth.
ALL will
not be given to the same task for
you must have workers in ALL
FIELDS, not just the one for
more important, later, shall be
the security and shelters and
food storage, and distribution
and, and, and---so be it, it would
be disaster if all were sitting to
the writing. Further, no matter
how anyone tries, the words shall
not be discounted nor will they
cease to flow. You as readers,
doubters or complete enemies
shall not even be in the further
slowing of the messages.
We
have walked her through the fire
of denouncement
by those she
respected above all others and
she
has
stood
strong--and
through others not even known
unto her, the word will come
forth and ye of light shall be
given to blanket the planet with
thy defense of truth. Some will
take of the words forth into the
public as speakers and teachers
that you might learn to connect
with God on your own circuits.
THE
WORD SHALL
GO
FORTH AS DIRECTED REGARDLESS
OF WHO EFFORTS TO STOP OF lT! SO
BE IT
REVIEWING

EVENTS

Watch for the major revolution
in Africa, Western Europe, and
especially upheaval and revolution in Italy which touches the
Vatican.
Then watch for the
fleeing of the Pope into safety
outside of Rome.
Then very
soon will come the Warning followed closely by a Great Miracle--in Spain, but which shall
touch the world; at this time it is
probable that it will be in the
area of Garabandal.
After these things will come the
Great “Castigation”--(discipline).
It will come forth in two major
portions.
First will be a World
War of horrendous
attack and
counter attack which will be

incredible for at least a period of
three days, and then a comet, a
fiery comet will come for a period of at least another three
days.
Jesus Sananda has told you how
it will be. . .“The value of life will
be lowered to the extreme: Man
will murder without conscience.
Brother will fight against sister,
brother against brother, families
will be tom asunder by sin.
Many mothers in the world will
face calamity with the loss of
their sons. Many will truly join
Me upon or at the Cross.”
“So many shall there be who
perish that there will be no time
to mark the graves. Mothers will
long to see and know where lie
their sons, but to no avail. This
comfort will not be given to
them, so great will be the loss of
life. Can you not turn back now
and beg the Eternal Father before it is too late? Are you so
blind to the truth, My children,
that you do not see the road on
which you are traveling?”
And the Blessed Mother came
and said, “Walk with me and see.
You ask Me, My children, why
My tears are flowing?
Come
with Me and look! . . . No flesh
shall be spared.” And there before my eyes stretches the lands
in explosion after explosion and
the great clouds billow into the
skies and Blessed Mother says,
“Satan, My child’ shall have his
hand
upon
the
button
of
destruction.”
Then She points across the waters and I am given to see that it
is unto Russia which she gestures and she reminds me that
there are not enough who understand
the danger and are
fooled by the facade, and they all
waIk blindly forward with their
eyes darkened.
We have been
told again and again’ by the very
perpetrators
themselves,
that
Socialistic/Commtmistic/Anti5

Christian Russia would
downfall of mankind.

be the

And the Christos continues, “My
children, I feel of your great concern and your anguish, but often-times the good must suffer
the same as the wicked for the
rains fall upon the just and the
unjust alike. Only through your
preparations
against these days
shall ye survive in wholeness.”
And, “This war will bring a destruction to mankind far greater
than any human eye has ever
seen or has experienced in the
past, or will ever see or experience again in the future.
If I
come not, as is my promise,
among you in this great catastrophe, there would be no living
flesh left upon that blessed
place.”
‘Your news medias deceive you
and tell you lies upon lies. They
give you not truth in knowledge.
The Bear is now massing on the
borders, and he is ready to
strike!
And those who have
formed a union with him in the
Conspiracy have sold your inheritance
unto
your
enemy.
Heed well this reminder--watch
unto Syria for therein lies the
solution of world peace m the
third war of your world. It will
be the destruction of thret=-quarA world
ters of the world.
aflame followed by the, great
comet Ball of Redemption
as it
is sometimes called.”
“Your
Country,
the
United
States, and many nations of the
World now are
under
the
domination of a godless govemment. As such, without .,Prayer,
Atonement
and Sacrifice, I say
now,
as
your
unto
you
Mother/Father
Christ reflection,
that you’ too proud and arrogant
a nation that you be, the United
States shall fall. Many, many -many shall suffer and perish!”
You ones are completely surrounded by Soviet submarines
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and yes, some Nazi craft from
out of the bases in Antarctica
and they bear the missiles and sit
in wait. They are out there and
it is a portion of the master plan
for the takeover of your United
States and Canada.
The evils being perpetrated
in
the holy Houses of God have
run amuk. The examples being
shown by the high men of the
holy Houses of God are abominable!
The harvest of Lucifer/Satan will be great indeed.
You must prepare for the times
of these things are nigh.
A second “sun” lies out in your
atmosphere--that
which is labeled the Ball of Redemption,
even now in transit to your
planet.
It is guided by that which is outside your planet and those who
have cast aside the knowledge of
that higher world of God shall
not be given the grace to observe the coming events. When
it enters upon your atmosphere,
hearts shall be gripped with fear!
Many shall run to hide themselves, recognizing the wrath of
their Lord. And I apologize to
those who disclaim me as not
being the “real” Hatonn--nay,
I
am that which I claim to be--the
“REAL” thing and my Higher
experience
holds the strings
through
the Christos’ hands.
Make
no errors
as to my
identification
lest you blunder
remarkably.
These events shall be gauged,
measured and held in abeyance
for the proper moment in the
knowledge of Heaven, the moment deemed by the Eternal Father
for
the
cleansing
of
mankind---and
it shall come in
the twinkling of thine eyelid.
The Creator has proclaimed that
the Earth shall not end in an.&
hilation for Creator has given
His promise to mankind, that the
world shall never be made ex-

break loose.’ By the end of
July 1989, experts calculate
there will be enough wheat
in the world for onlv 75 days
consumption,
enough corn
for 50 davs and enough soy
beans for 47.

tinct again, as in the past with
the time of floods.
However,
your world shall be cleansed with
a baptism of fire. And the old
shall rise from the seas and unto
the new and again shall grow
that which is intended and the
cycles shall again begin and the
old shall pass away into the newness of her earned placement
and those who walk the path
with the Great Spirit shall have
peace.

“The Spectre of Hunger
in North America 1989-1990,
from the ‘Voice of Freedom’: This prophetic vision
has not yet been fulfilled in
North
America
but the
frightful events it foretells
seem to be approaching and
well nigh upon us.

You ones will decide which path
ye shall tread--will it be the path
of the Christ Circle of Infinity or
the Serpent’s road of darkness?
‘Tis your very own choice.

“There has been a major
drought in the western and
midwestern
parts of the
United States. Farm organizations have calculated that
the harvest of grains in 1988
is only one half of what it is
in a normal year. America is
not the only major country in
trouble, as the Soviet Union
had a very poor harvest also.
Where will these countries
get their food?

And before the final days there
shall be earthquakes and the volcanes shall erupt and lands will
rise and lands will fall and crumble.
Great devastations
shall
pass upon the lands from one
comer of thy world unto another. The winds shall blow beyond that which you call a hundred miles an hour and finally,
those who have no protection
shall lose of their homes and thy
placements will be in destruction. There shall be famines for
already you have been lied to,
even regarding thy larders and
stockpiles--ye have none for they
have been stolen away--thy massive silos are empty and it was
done as the thief in the night.

“The truth is that the
most critical issue in America
today is the family farm and
food. It is estimated by one
of the respected farm organization
of ’ America,
NORM,
that every three
minutes a family, farm declares bankruptcy and most
of these farms are being laid
idle, unattended.
Because of
this bankruptcy rate and the
drought this year, there is a
definite possibility of food
shortages in the very near future.

I shall quote from your own
publications that you not discount of my message:
“WORLD NEWS ‘News
Scan’: Food Crisis Not Far
Off. Last summer’s (1988)
drought in North America,
China and the Soviet Union
has left the world grain
stocks in a sorry state. ‘It’s
almost inevitable we’ll have
tight food supplies this year,’
said Lester Brown, president
of the Worldwatch Institute
in Washington.
‘If there is
another drought,
all hell will
*
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“The average reader may
be in@ined to say: ‘But we
have a huge surplus of
grains, at least we have been
told that by the government.’
Well, let me tell you the
truth as it really is. Dufur,
Oregon is in the middle of
the vast wheat country of the
#8

west. The manager of the
Dufur grain elevator told me
recently
that the Federal
Government
agency which
had wheat stored in his elevator ordered all the main to
be removed without exulanation or notice. The manager
of the elevator checked with
Cargil’s big elevator on the
River
Columbia
where
barges ship the grain abroad,
and- found that -the elevators
on the Columbia River have
also been emutied.
(Word
from the mid-west is the
same!)
“Estimates are, that because of the drought,
we
have about used up our surplus. If there is a protracted
drought through
1990, according to those who know
and study the weather, what
will happen to the food on
the super market shelves?
“Last week (mid-June
1989) I had a call from a
man in Ravenna, Ohio who
owns a Survival Center and
handles bulk survival foo&.
He stated that a friend of his
who is manager of one of the
largestfood warehouses in the
Northwest called him and told
him the following startling
story. Representatives from a
certain
VS.
Government
agency had recently come to
his warehouse and stated that
they rented a block of space in
the warehouse and wanted to
inspect it. The manager of
this warehouse is very knowledgeable of what is happening
in the world and began to
question the government representatives as to what they
wanted to use his space for.
Afrer much prodding he was
reluctantly told.
We are
renting this suace because we
anti&ate the rationing of
food as it was during the Depression of 1929 and 1931. m
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WHAT

OF UFO’s IN ALL
OF-THIS? .

Well, there is good news and
there is bad news.
The good
news is that we of the lighted
brotherhood
surround
your
planet.
The bad news is that
your world is now filled with
demons. They will promote accidents that are not accidents,
destruction, and even false miracles in the air. They will place
(Earth, Terra, Shan, World) duplicated and confiscated craft in
your heavens and further,
in
their efforts to blame the lighted
Hosts, they will hold your cities
hostage in an effort to keep the
lighted brothers at bay. They
will go even farther--they will actually destroy some of your cities
and all the people in them and
they will spread viruses and disease from the skies and tell you
it is the lighted brotherhood--“the aliens from space in those
UFOs”.
Total preparation
for
that move is being made this
very minute--the set-up is under
way. You are being fed just
enough public information
to
completely delude and distract
you and cause total terror in the
hearts of mankind at the very
sight of a UFO. So be it--if you
allow of it, it shall certainly come
to be for you will render yourselves helpless.
It is for this very reason that we
welcome those who are bringing
good research and truth forward.
We will stand firm against the
incorrect conclusions regarding
both the presence of abductions
and mutilations.
You are going
to be required to use your heads
and brains in your God-given
abilities to reason competently.
The time of the spectacular fantasy science fiction and the quarreling over .$or@ is finished--*
7
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your world stands on the brink of
annihilation
at the hands of
those you elect and trust with
your lives and frankly, your
souls.
RECOGNIZE
OF THE
-

THE SIGNS
666,

And the Christos says, “For I
shall come to you in the like
manner in which I ascended.
I
shall descend with a roar of triumph from the multitudes
of
Heaven. We shall come in great
victory, for if we do not come, no
flesh shall remain upon your
earth.
“I cannot promise in that conflagration that some shall not suffer, that good shall not die with
the evil ones. But know that no
death upon earth shall go by
without a just reward when this
death is in martyrdom.
I cannot
promise any of you a life of fulfillment upon your earth, for this
you shall receive from Satan.
He now -- this prince of darkness, the adversary -- controls all
of your world. It has been given
to him but for a short time.
“For you who have the knowledge, recognize the signs of your
times. 666 is upon mankind! It
is the closing of your era. It hastens with great speed upon you,
because you have refused the
grace given to you to turn back
and do penance and restore My
House.
Before the chastisement, My Mother’s and Father’s
will
have
reached
words
throughout
the world, and the
sheep wilI have been separated
from the goats. All that is rotten
shall fall.
My House kept in
darkness shaJ fall! It shall be
cleansed!
“Shall you, as pastors, stand before Me and say that your
teaching has been pure in My
sight?
I shall spit you out as
venom into the flames! Sin has
#8

become a way of life. Murder
abounds.
Charity of heart?
Very little shines now upon your
earth.
Light of spirit?
Souls
going into darkness of spirit!
“Sodom!
Your earth is in far
greater evil than in the time of
Sodom.
The sin of Sodom is
being now committed in a more
sophisticated manner of defilement. Defded man now enters
upon My Church.
“You will, as pastors, awaken
from your slumber. The fathers
have fallen asleep.
You who
mock, you who say, ‘Where is
His coming?’ -- I shall come to
you. Without your knowing, I
shall slip in upon you like a thief
in the night. I shall speak to you
in the language that you will
understand -- as a thief in the
night! I hear the mockers of My
words who say ‘We have promoted a new theology, a scare
theology! The fright!’ The fright
We are accused of, shall they
experience it when there is no
return?
“Amen, amen, I say to you, all
that has been written in the
Book of Life must come to pass.
For you who have been given
the grace, you will read your
Apocalypse. You are coming to
the end.
Read and become
knowledgeable.
“My children, I hear voices of
disdain shouting, Sadism! ! ! Is
this a Sadist God who promises
such destruction upon His creation? I say unto you, as your
God, I bring not your destruction, you will bring about your
own destruction for I leave you,
as your God, to the exercise of
your free will; if you reject your
God and the plan for man’s redemption as given from the beginning of time, I say unto you -you will destroy yourselves.
“You only bring upon yourself a
punishment far greater than ever

has been seen upon your Earth
and never shall be seen again,
for when you go through this
great chastisement, there will be
few creatures left upon Earth. I
AM ESU JESUS EMMANUEL
SANANDA.”
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So be it and let it digest within
thy minds that we might get busy
with our preparations that protection might be made in time. I
cannot influence that which you
think “to be dreary, gloomy,
hopeless and sadistic”. We come
forth to tell you how it IS, NO
MORE AND NO LESS. What
ye do with the information rests
squarely upon your senses and
within your hands!
I move to stand-by that Dharma
might have respite and the readers might pause for pondering
the truth of it. When we return,
Dharma, we shall re-emphasize
the Conspiracy
and speak of
preparations
and requirements
for safety. You have been given
that which will protect you in
SURVIVAL,
however, if you
plan better, ye need not just survive barely--with
compressed
earth equipment
and diligent
storage, you can survive very
nicely and continue of thy work
in the bringing of the instructions and the WORD.
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